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Who we are



§  Global B2B marketing services provider §  Independent company,



founded in 2006.



§  100+ finalized and ongoing marketing projects and happy B2B customers.



The United States and across Europe.



§  Offices in



§  Experienced multilingual team, able to deliver localized campaigns in



English, German and French.
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The Need: B2B comprehensive marketing   The B2B company naturally develops a complex and dispersed marketing mix resulting little marketing ROI (little alignment between different marketing assets, current business objectives, channels and activities)



  The modern marketing manager lacks resources and time to integrate everything in an effective process, juggling with many responsibilities and activities on its plate   The B2B Company today uses a complex mix of marketing tools (e.g. Buyer already makes a decision before traditional company marketing reaches its target 72% of research for buying starts on Google)



  Marketing tools are adopted reactively, rarely integrated with other sales, marketing and business tools (e.g. CRM or the billing system)
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The Modern Marketer’s Challange
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Company management suﬀers from a lack of transparency in the marke6ng landscape and needs. Real buyer data repor6ng and results are a must into understanding marke6ng process as an investment with a clear return, not a spend. 



Shifting Marketing Priorities
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Results-driven Marketing Focus



1.  Lead generation 2.  Thought Leadership 3.  Understanding the B2B buyer journey 4.  Adopting marketing technology tools 5.  Competitive and market intelligence
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Understand your B2B Buyer Journey 1. 



2. 



3. 



Understand the buyer persona   Interaction phases 4.    Information needs 5.    Buyer tracking Audit current marketing activities   Assets   Productivity   Integration   KPIs, Cost, ROI Optimize   Integrate current assets and6.  activities,   track, measure   maximize ROI on existing



marketing process Define marketing goals based on business objectives Define roadmap for alignment   Actual vs. targeted marketing process   Streamlined marketing activities   Required marketing tools   Task and process automation Close the gap:   Automate   Integrate   Execute and Analyze   Track, measure & report
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Align your Buyer Journey
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How can NNC assist your buyer journey



 Audit, analyze, benchmark •  •  •  • 



Audit current marketing assets Gain clarity over current demand generation funnel Integrate all assets, channels and tools Measure and maximize current marketing ROI
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How can NNC assist the buyer journey



 Get inbound exposure •  •  •  •  •  •  • 



Organic search Social media Content optimization Community and conversations Blogosphere SEO & SEM Word-of-mouth
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How can NNC assist the buyer journey



 Outbound exposure •  •  •  •  • 



PPC E-mail campaigns (direct and newsletters) Generate views and get exposure, Push content and get traction Social Sharing
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How can NNC assist the buyer journey



 Accelerate customer and user acquisition •  Optimize marketing investments •  Engaging high value audience in active conversations •  Generate solution improvements and innovation from market feedback
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How can NNC assist the buyer journey



 Measure •  Setting the right KPIs •  Implementing measurement and tracking systems •  Central marketing data dashboards, reporting and analytics



 Convert interactions into buyers
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Technology Buyer journey



 Marketing Automation •  •  •  •  • 



implement and manage the tool helps you create strategies and campaigns delivers the campaign and marketing materials track results and reports adjusts activities
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Why Automate?
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How do we navigate the marketing tools landscape?
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Market intelligence and validated practices in automating your marketing process!



•  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  • 



HubSpot Act-On Pardot LeadSquare OutMarket Marketo Oracle Eloqua ThriveHive Hatchbuck Salesfusion Net-Results Autopilot ActiveDEMAN D eTrigue Right On Interactive SharpSpring



•  •  • 



•  •  •  •  •  •  • 



GreenRope ONTRAPORT CallidusCloud Marketing Automation Infusionsoft Plumb5 Sales Engine International IBM Campaign Adobe Campaign Silverpop, an IBM Company Teradata Integrated Marketing Management
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NNC helps automate your marketing process



 Consult on automation strategy and platform selection  Helps with implementation and integration of marketing and business tools  Support, integration and administration services for marketing tools  Hands-on campaign implementation :            



e-mail marketing, contact management, online marketing, campaign management, lead nurturing, social marketing, reporting and analytics
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Let’s talk about your marketing!



 Are you integrating social media into traditional marketing tactics like direct mail and advertising?  Are you capturing customer and prospect data to build a robust marketing database?  Is your marketing built around the needs and interests of your visitors?  Are you inviting different audiences to engage with your company messges?
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NNC Marke)ng USA 



CIC (Cambridge Innovation Center) 50 Milk Street 16th Floor Boston, MA 02109 USA United States Phone: +1 (617) 861 - 2561 E / [email protected] W / www.nnc-services.com 
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